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Let exceptional enter your everyday with the sweeping performance of the all-new Grecale SUV. Designed for effortless travel and everyday adventures,
the Grecale Genuine Accessories range enhances your vehicle’s beauty and functionality while tackling the road in any occasion and at any time.
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TOWBAR MOUNTED
BICYCLE CARRIER
Compact, light and easy to use, the Towbar Mounted Bicycle
Carrier lets you load up to three bikes and transport them
securely. This component attaches to the tow hook and is
equipped with a pedal to tilt the bikes outwards so that the
luggage compartment can be opened easily.

TRAILER HITCH
The Trailer Hitch activates the intelligent towing capabilities
of your Grecale: trailer sway mitigation for improved stability,
clutch calibration to control your oil temperature during uphill
stretches, and all the systems that maximise your vehicle’s
performance and safety, even in extreme conditions.

Please check whether your vehicle can be fitted with these components.
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ROOF
RAILS & CROSS BARS

ROOF
BICYCLE CARRIER

The Roof Rails act as the connection point for the Roof Cross Bars, the key
to preparing the vehicle for your adventurous travels. If you didn’t originally
configure your Grecale with Roof Rails, they can be retro-fitted.
Roof Cross Bars are an essential element for installing the right equipment
for trips and sports outings, with a low profile which stays close to the car
roof: Roof Boxes, Ski Carrier, Bike Carrier. The bars are made of aluminium
and the rail anchoring system is fast and simple.

The Roof Bicycle Carrier can be attached to the roof bars, and is extremely
practical and lightweight, enabling a bike to be transported quickly and
safely, without any risk of damaging the car or the equipment. The special
system design keeps the bike in position through three locking devices:
one on the frame, equipped with a padded clamp, and two on the wheels,
with an adjustable diagonal quickrelease strap.

Only for vehicles equipped with the Panoramic Roof optional.
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ROOF
SKI & SNOWBOARD
CARRIER
The Roof Mounted Ski & Snowboard Carrier makes loading and unloading
easy, and does not force you to stretch to reach the top of the roof, letting you
slide the equipment towards the outside. Opening is made easy thanks to
large buttons, which can even be operated while wearing gloves, whereas
the surface of the bars is padded to avoid damage to the equipment. Made
of aluminium and featuring an aerodynamic design, the system can carry
up to 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards, and is equipped with a lock.
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OUTDOOR CAR COVER
The Outdoor Car Cover protects the car from dust, scratches and
weathering, and at the same time enhances the daring yet harmonious
lines of the Grecale. Waterproof, breathable and elastic, the cover
features a minimalist design, customised with contrasting design cues
on the headlights and side vents, and embellished with the wording
“Maserati” on the rear.
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LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
ADAPTIVE DIVIDER

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
NET

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
RAILS

The Luggage Compartment Adaptive Divider is the easy way to organise
your packing and secure your luggage for a smooth ride. The divider
slides on the Luggage Compartment Rails and fixes sturdily across the
compartment at any point. Strong securing straps anchor your luggage
to avoid sliding, with a quick release mechanism for fast unloading.

The stability of the items in the luggage compartment when travelling
is fundamental for safe and relaxed driving. The Luggage Compartment
Net is a simple and very effective accessory which, thanks to its double
layer, enables small and medium-sized objects to be secured. The
net is fastened using four hooks located in the corners of the luggage
compartment floor, or via eyelets in the rails on the luggage compartment
floor (optional).

If you didn’t originally configure your Grecale with Luggage Compartment
Rails, they can be easily retrofitted. They provide moveable connection
points for anchoring your luggage, and allow you to use the Luggage
Compartment Adaptive Divider to organise the compartment. Because
they are recessed into the floor of the luggage compartment, they don’t
reduce its capacity or compromise its look.
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LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
MAT RAILS VERSION
Designed specifically for vehicles equipped with rails on the load platform, the Luggage Compartment
Mat Rails Version makes the luggage compartment stylish while maintaining practicality.
The waterproof and washable thermoplastic is enhanced by a herringbone pattern with the Maserati
logo in the middle, and protects the luggage compartment from dirt, water and wear.

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
MAT FULL VERSION
Shaped as a perfect fit for the loading platform in the luggage compartment, the
Luggage Compartment Mat protects the car’s interior from water, dust, and wear
and tear. The raised edge and the washable, waterproof polyethylene material keeps
the boot in tip-top condition, in a practical and functional way. The surface features
a herringbone pattern, punctuated by the Maserati logo in the middle of the mat.
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MICROFIBER CLOTH
Keeping your Maserati Touch Control display free from fingerprints is a simple
matter with the specific Microfiber Cloth. The new cloth is specially designed to
clean and protect your touchscreen and keep it completely smear-free.

ROOF BOXES
410 L / 460 L
Comfort and well-being have always gone hand in hand with class and style on-board a Maserati.
A prerequisite that also holds for the countless loading solutions available for the Grecale, such as the
spacious Roof Box, which features a sleek design optimised to blend style and space. Lightweight
and aerodynamic, the box is available in two volumes, 410 and 460 litres, dramatically increasing the
loading capacity of the vehicle. The box has a double opening system which simplifies loading and
unloading under any conditions.
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CHILDSEATS
Designed for your smaller passengers, the Maserati Childseats are based on the quality, design and passion typical of the brand’s style. Conceived to fit perfectly into your Maserati, these childseats are
available in two configurations: Group 0/4y (from birth up to about 4 years) and Group 15m/12y (from 15 months to 12 years), approved to the UN R129/00 and R129/03 standards respectively. Crafted from
breathable fabric with memory foam inserts, both seats are customised with the Trident logo on the headrest and “Maserati” on the safety belt shoulder straps. They come complete with an ISOFIX base.
Restrictions may apply to specific markets. Ask your dealer for more information.

GR. 0/4 YEARS
The Group 0/4y version features a 360° rotation function that makes it easy sit the child in the
car and use the seat both in both a front-facing and rearing-facing position. The indicators on the
ISOFIX base and the lever at the front make operating the seat functions easy.

GR. 15 MONTHS/12 YEARS
The Group 15m/12y version features an innovative and exclusive sound system built into
in the headrest, allowing small passengers to enjoy the journey while listening to their own
music with a safe, protected posture.
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INDOOR CAR COVERS
The indoor Car Cover features a repetition of the logo to form an iconic
pattern, enriched by the white Trident on the bonnet and the wording
“Grecale” on the sides.
The breathable two-way stretch material – lined with a soft fleece fabric
– makes for the perfect fit, enhancing the Grecale’s bold style even when
it is covered up in the garage.

ICE VERSION

MHEV VERSION
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THETIS 19”

ETERE 20’’

ETERE 20’’

GLOSSY BLACK

GLOSSY BLACK

MATTE GREY

Each wheel of the Grecale
is a small masterpiece:
perfectly balanced, technologically
advanced and impeccable in design.
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PROTECTIVE FILMS
Available in matte or glossy version, the Protective Films equip you to tackle the most difficult offroad terrain without fear of damaging the bodywork. Perfectly transparent and made to measure, they
can be easily removed with water without leaving any traces. The basic kit covers the rear wheel arch
moulding and the side skirt. The extended kit covers the front and rear wheel arch moulding, the side
skirt, the bonnet and part of the rear bumper.

SECURITY STUD BOLT KIT
The special Security Stud Bolts make the vehicle more secure against the risk of
wheel rim theft, as the wheels may be fitted and removed only using the special
wrench provided in the kit. The stud head features a special design that combines
an appealing look with the greatest functionality.
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EMERGENCY KIT
The Emergency Kit contains everything needed to
stay safe at the roadside. Coming in an elegant black
case embellished with the Maserati Logo, it fits into
the luggage compartment.
The kit includes: Hazard triangle, Reflective vest, First
aid kit, Gloves, Ice scraper. The items in the kit may
vary from country to country.

ASHTRAY
An ashtray with an unmistakable design, in black
Pasubio leather with tone-on-tone stitching and
aluminium lid with magnetic opening, embellished
with the Trident and design cues reminiscent of the
car’s interior. It fits perfectly into the car’s cup holder,
so it can be emptied at any time. It is also possible
to install a 12V socket and a cigarette lighter.

BATTERY CHARGER
& MAINTAINER
A compact and user-friendly device, the Battery Charger & Maintainer
keeps the charge level of your car battery always in optimal condition,
between 95 and 100%, and charges it when required. The device does
not need to be programmed: just connect the car battery to a standard
power socket, and you may leave it connected for several months without
any risk of damage to the vehicle.

ADDITIONAL NEEDS
940001396
940001353
940001309
940001425/1429
940001426/1430
940001336
940001507
940001313/1314/1315/1337
940001352/1369/1370/1371/1372

FAMILY
Indoor Car Cover (MHEV)
Indoor Car Cover (ICE)
Security Stud Bolt Kit
Protective Films (Matte Kit)
Protective Films (Glossy Kit)
Ashtray
Lighter
Battery Charger & Maintainer
Emergency Kit

940001404
940001405
940001406
940001361
940001381
940001358
940001302
940001422
940001423
940001509/1510

8J ET29 FRONT & REAR (GLOSSY BLACK)
10J ET29 REAR (MATTE GREY)
9J ET29 FRONT & REAR (MATTE GREY)
9J ET29 FRONT & REAR (GLOSSY BLACK)
9J ET29 FRONT & REAR (GLOSSY MIRON)
10J ET29 REAR (GLOSSY MIRON)
10J ET25 REAR (GLOSSY MIRON)
9J ET29 FRONT & REAR (MATTE ALUMINIUM)
10J ET29 REAR (MATTE ALUMINIUM)
9J ET29 FRONT & REAR (MATTE MIRON)
10J ET29 REAR (MATTE MIRON)
10J ET25 REAR (MATTE MIRON)
10J ET29 REAR (GLOSSY BLACK)
10J ET25 REAR (GLOSSY BLACK)
10J ET25 FRONT (GLOSSY BLACK)
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Childseats (Gr. 0/4 years)
Childseats (Gr. 15 months/12 years)
Luggage Compartment Adaptive Divider
Luggage Compartment Mat Full Version
Luggage Compartment Mat Rails Version
Luggage Compartment Net
Microfiber Cloth
Roof Boxes (410 L)
Roof Boxes (460 L)
Luggage Compartment Rails

WHEEL RIMS
980182004
940182001
940182000
980182005
940182002
940182003
940182004
980182007
980182008
940182005
940182006
940182007
980182011
980182012
980182010

Thetis 19"
Etere 20''

Crio 21''

Pegaso 21''

940001354
940001421
940001420
940001284
940001424
940001491/1493/1499/1501/1503/1505
940001508

Outdoor Car Cover
Towbar Mounted Bicycle Carrier
Roof Bicycle Carrier
Roof Cross Bars
Roof Ski & Snowboard Carrier
Trailer Hitch
Roof Rails

The illustrations and texts contained in this brochure are based on the information available at the time of production. Some models, equipment and accessories may not be available or may only become available after the car’s
launch on the market. Maserati reserves the right to modify colours, designs and technical features at any time and without pre-notice. Official Maserati Dealers will be glad to provide further details and updates in this regard.
Stay in touch with Maserati by visiting www.maserati.com

